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PENYELESAIAN PERSAMAAN KELAS 
FROBENIUS DALAM KUMPULAN SELANG- 
SELI 
Abstrak 
Persamaan Frobenius dx  bagi kumpulan terhingga telah diperkenalkan oleh 
G. Frobenius dan dikaji oleh ramai penyelidik lain berkaitan dengan beberapa jenis 
kumpulan terhingga termasuk kumpulan kitaran terhingga, kumpulan terhingga 
terjana-m, kumpulan-p terhingga, dan hasil darab lingkaran kumpulan terhingga. 
Dalam penyelidikan ini, bilangan penyelesaian bagi persamaan kelas 
)( Axd   dalam suatu kumpulan selang-seli nA  
diperoleh, dan didapati   
meliputi )(A  kelas konjugasi bagi   dalam nA .  
Dalam tesis ini, empat kes bagi penyelesaian kepada kelas persamaan dx  
dalam nA  
dibincang. Pertamanya, persamaan kelas dx   dalam nA , 
 CH
c
n  untuk semua 1n  diselesaikan; dan bilangan penyelesaian bagi 
persamaan ini dengan nH {
C of nS | 1n , dengan semua bahagian k  dari   
berbeza dan ganjil, C  kelas konjugasi nS } diperoleh. Seterusnya, bilangan 
penyelesaian serta penyelesaian persamaan kelas dx  dalam nA , 
 CH n   
dan {1,2,5,6,10,14}n   diperoleh. Ketiga, persamaan kelas eAxd  )1(  dalam 
nA  
diselesaikan dan didapati bilangan penyelesaian persamaan ini, )1(A  merupakan 
kelas konjugasi identiti dalam nA . Akhirnya, persamaan kelas 
dx  dalam nA , 
 CH n   dan n , dan bilangan penyelesaian bagi persamaan ini diperoleh.  
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SOLUTIONS OF THE FROBENIUS CLASS 
EQUATION IN ALTERNATING GROUPS 
 
ABSTRACT 
The Frobenius equation dx  in finite groups was introduced by G. Frobenius 
and studied by many others who dealt with several types of finite groups, including 
finite cyclic groups, m generated finite groups, finite p groups, and wreath 
products of finite groups.  
In the current study, the number of solutions for the class equation 
)( Axd   in an alternating group nA  is found and it is observed that   ranges 
over )(A the conjugacy class of   in nA . 
 In this thesis, four cases of solutions to the class equation dx  in nA  are 
discussed. Firstly, the class equation 
dx  in nA , where 
 CH
c
n  , for all 
1n  is solved and the number of solutions of the above equation with nH {
C of 
nS | 1n , with all parts k  of   different and odd} is found, where 
C  is a 
conjugacy class of nS . Next, the class equation 
dx  in nA  where 
 CH n   
and }14,10,6,5,2,1{n  is solved and the number of solutions is determined. 
Thirdly, the class equation eAx
d  )1(  in nA  is solved and the number of 
solutions of this equation where )1(A  is the identity conjugacy class in nA  is 
determined. Finally, the class equation dx  in nA , where 
 CH n   and 
n  is solved and the number of its solutions is found. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.0 Introduction                                                                                       
       In Chapter 1, the main purpose of this thesis is explained; the steps and aims for 
the current work is recalled. Moreover, the literature survey about past studies of 
Frobenius equations in finite groups are also recalled. 
1.1 Literature Survey 
      The Frobenius Theorem shows that for any positive integer d , the number of 
elements of a finite group G  that satisfies the equation 1dx  is a multiple of 
),gcd( Gd , the greatest common divisor of d  and G (see Ishihara et al., 2001). Let 
1dx  be an equation in a finite group G . Then the number of solutions of the above 
equation is denoted by dG . (Chowla et al., 1952) proved that
, where nSG  , and .10  dS  
       The Frobenius Theorem was greatly generalized by (Hall, 1959) who proved that 
if G  is a finite group of order k  and C  is a conjugacy class of cardinality m  in G , 
then for each Ca , the number of solutions of axd   in G  is a multiple of 
. (Lam, 1988) proved that the number of solutions of  in a non-
cyclic p group G  is a multiple of , where  is a prime number. In another 
direction, the subset in any finite group G , where  is a 
divisor of the order of G  is considered. The set W  is a union of certain conjugacy 
classes of 
 
including the identity conjugacy class. From the Frobenius Theorem 
)exp(
! |0
 

 dk
k
n
n k
x
x
n
dG
),gcd( kdm ax
dp 
2p 2p
}1|{  dxGxW d
G
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(see Brauer, 1969; Khurana et al., 2005), 
 
for . However, (Rust, 
1966) proved a conjecture of Frobenius for and showed that .1h   
        Let   be a finitely generated group and 
f  a set of all subgroups B  of   the 
indices B:  of which are finite. Wohlfahrt proved that 
)exp(
!
),(
:
:
0







fB
B
B
n
n
n x
x
n
SHom
 (referred to as the Wohlfahrt formula) (see 
Takegahara, 2004), where the sum 
 fB
is over all subgroups B  of   of finite index
,
 
 is the number of homomorphisms from   to nS , and 
1),( 0  SHom . In fact, a cyclic group dC  of order d ,  coincides 
with the number of solutions of 1dx in a finite group G .  
     (Takegahara, 2002) showed that
 0
( , )
!
n
n
n
n
Hom G S x
G n




)
),(
exp(
:
:




fB
GB
B
xGBHom
, where  is the wreath product of finite group G  
with nS , and 1),( 0  SGHom  . The same has also been shown by (Okada, 1990), 
when   is a finite cyclic group. Moreover, this condition has also been studied by 
(Mulle, 2000; Mulle and Shareshian, 2002).
 
        (Berkovich, 1991) proved that if 2and1  pk , then 
where  is the number of the solutions of the equation 1
kpx  in a non-cyclic 
p group G . This fact is a generalization of many results (see Berkovich, 1968; 
Berkovich, 1971).  
hddG  1h
G nA )5( n
B: ),( nSHom 
),( GCHom d
nSG
pkk ppG  mod0
kpG 
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      (Mann and Martinez, 1996) proved that for any natural number 1, nm , there 
exists a number 10  k  such that if  is an -generated finite group and 
then 
 
(i.e.,  for an arbitrary ). The inequality 
 is also shown by (Grady and Newmanm, 1994), and  
(Katsurada et al., 2000), where  is the number of solutions of the equation 
1px  in symmetric group on n  letters, and p  is a prime number.  
 provided that 0n  mod 2p  (see Ishihara et al., 2001).  
 Let  be the wreath product of a finite group G  with nA . The 
exponential generating function for the number of solutions in  to the equation 
1dx  was found by (Chigira, 1996) who proved that 
2
1




)
)/()(
{exp(
|
1
dk
kk
k
xkdGG
)}
)/(
exp(
|
1



dk
kk
k
xkdGG
, where 10  dAG  
and 0 dAG i  if 0i .  
       (Goldmann and Russell, 2002) studied the computational complexity of solving 
systems of equations over a finite group G , where  is an equation 
over a finite group G , each  is either a variable, an inverted variable, or a group 
constant, and  is the identity element of G . (Shen, 2010) proved that if  
has no divisor 4 for all 1d , then G  is solvable. 
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1.2 Background of the Study   
       In the present work, the conjugacy classes of permutations in an alternating 
group are studied in detail. If there exist elements mbbb ,...,, 21  in a finite group G  
such that for every 
m
iij bb 1}{  , the conjugacy class of jb  in G  is 
m
iib 1}{  , then for 
each positive integer d  and miij bb 1}{  , 
the collection of Frobenius equations 
m
ii
d bx 1}{   in G  is called the Frobenius class equation j
d bx   in G . Moreover, 
the class equation dx  in nA , where   ranges over the conjugacy class )(A  in 
nA  and d  is a positive integer is solved. Also the number of solutions - if any exists 
- is found (the main purpose of the present research is to solve and determine the 
number of solutions of the Frobenius class equation dx  in nA ).     
        The Frobenius equation dx  in a finite group has been studied by many 
mathematicians such as (Brauer, 1969), (Mann and Martinez, 1996), (Berkovich, 
1991) and others. A study was introduced by (Taban, 2007) to solve the class 
equation dx  in a symmetric group and explain the solutions using group-
theoretic approach. This approach states that all pairs of permutations   and   in a 
symmetric group are conjugates iff they have the same structure. However, this is not 
necessarily true in an alternating group. Therefore, in the current research, the 
conjugacy classes in an alternating group will be studied in detail, where the 
conjugacy class of   in nA  is denoted by )(A . 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis  
       The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, all the main 
definitions and results of the alternating group and conjugacy classes in a symmetric 
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group that are required in our study are mentioned, including the k cycle, cycle 
type, and support of permutation, among others. In this chapter, all the necessary 
basic propositions are also provided. The basic propositions in Chapter 2 are used in 
Chapter 3 to solve the class equation dx  in nA , and the number of solutions for 
each 1n  and
 CH
c
n   is found, where nH
C{ of nS | 1n , with all parts 
k  of   different and odd}. In Chapter 4, the class equation 
dx  in nA , where 
}14,10,6,5,2,1{n  and  CH n   is solved and the number of solutions is 
determined. In Chapter 5, the solutions and number of solutions are found for the 
class equation )1(1 Axd   in nA , where )1(A  is the identity conjugacy class in the 
alternating group. In the same chapter, a new theorem and its corollary on the 
ambivalent conjugacy classes in nA  
are introduced and proved. Also the solutions 
and number of solutions for the class equation dx  in nA  for all n  and 
nH  are considered. Finally, in Chapter 6 some suggestions for future research 
are laid out.   
1.4 Objective of the Thesis  
       The goal of this thesis is to solve the class equation dx  in nA , where   
ranges over the conjugacy class )(A  in nA , and d  is a positive integer. Moreover, 
the number of solutions - if any exists - is determined. In a special case,
)()(  CA  , where )(A  is a conjugacy class of the permutation   in an 
alternating group, and )(C  is a conjugacy class of the permutation   in a 
symmetric group, we have )(A  is the ambivalent class in an alternating group. In 
another case where )()(  CA  , we have the situation where )(A  is not 
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necessarily an ambivalent class in the alternating group. Hence, in the current work, 
four cases of the class equation dx  in an alternating group are dealt with: two 
cases each when )()(  CA   and )()(  CA  . These cases cover all 
probabilities for the class equation dx  in an alternating group. The following 
class equations in nA  
are solved, and the number of solutions is determined. 
(1) dx , where  CH
c
n   for all 1n ,  
(2) dx , where  CH n   and nA  is not an ambivalent group,  
(3) exd  , where  is the identity element, and 
(4) dx , where  CH n   and nA  is an ambivalent group.   
1.5 Methodology Flowchart  
       The flow of this thesis is explained by using the chart in Figure 1 to solve the 
class equation dx  in nA , where 
 C  for some conjugacy classes in the 
symmetric group. Figure 2 describes the flow used to determine the number of 
solutions to the same class equation.  
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Figure 1 : Obtaining the solutions of dx  in  
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CHAPTER 2 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.0  Introduction 
       In this chapter, the basic definitions and results of the conjugacy classes in the 
symmetric and alternating groups will be given. Several necessary basic definitions 
and results are also provided.  
2.1 Basic Definitions and Preliminaries  
2.1.1 Definition ( Zeindler, 2010)
 
 
       A partition  is a sequence of nonnegative integers  with 
 and . The length  and size  
of  are defined as 
}0|{)(  iNiMaxl   and . Let ├ }|{ npartition    
for 
. An element of ├  is called a partition of ,n and i  are the parts of .   
2.1.2 Remark   
       Only the non-zero components of a partition are written. Any  is chosen 
and written as )(21  c  with  disjoint cycles of length , and  is the 
number of disjoint cycle factors, including the 1 cycle of . However, because 
disjoint cycles commute, assume that )(21  c  . Therefore, 
is a partition of n  (Zeindler, 2010). 
 
 ,...),( 21 
...21  



1i
i )(l  




1i
i  n
Nn  n
nS
i i )(c

),...,,( )(21  c
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2.1.3 Definition (Zeindler, 2010)        
The partition 
 
is called the cycle type of the 
permutation   in nS . 
 
2.1.4 Definition (Zeindler, 2010)  
       Let 
 
be a partition of . Then  is defined to be the set of all elements 
with cycle type  .  
 
2.1.5 Definition (Zeindler, 2010) 
       Let . Then )(nmc  is defined to be the number of cycles of length  of 
.  
 
2.1.6 Remarks 
(1) If , then the conjugacy class C  is denoted by )(C .  
(2) The relationship between partition ),...,,( )(21  c  and )(
n
mc
 
is as 
follows:
 
}:{)( ric i
n
m    
(Zeindler, 2010). 
(3) The cardinality of each class of   can be found as follows: 
 
 
with ))!((
1
)(
)( 


n
m
n
r
c
crz
n
m


 
and }:{)( ric i
n
m    
(Bump, 2004). 
))(),...,(),(()( )(21  c
n nC S
 
nS m

 C
C
)(
!


z
n
C 
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(4) If the cycle decomposition of an element 
 
consists of 
 
cycles of 
length , where 
 
for      , then  has cycle type 
. If 
 
then  is omitted. For example, 
)1,2,4()1,1,1,2,4,4( 32  (Beals et al., 2003).  
 
(5) Generally if nS  let  be the number of pairwise disjoint cycle factors 
including the 1-cycle of  . Let  hl   be their lengths, and choose 
for each h  an element hk  in the h -th cycle factor. Then 
))(,),...(),(,(
1
)(
1
2
h
h
l
c
h
hhh kkkk


 

(James and Kerber, 1984). 
 
(6) The number  of partitions of  grows rapidly with n . For instance, 
1)1( p , 5)4( p , and (Andrews and Eriksson, 2004).  
 
2.1.7 The Conjugate Relation (Ceccherini-Silberstein et al., 2010; Macdonald, 
1995)  
       Let  and  be two elements in . Then  is conjugate to  in  iff 
there exists  such that . Moreover, for every pair of ,  in , 
 is conjugate to  in  iff there exists
  
such that . The 
conjugate relation on  is an equivalence relation, and the conjugacy class of 
 
can be determined using the cycle type of , given that each pair of  and 
nS ic
i nci 0 
)1,...,)1(,( 11
cn
c
n
c
nn  0ic
i
c
i
)(c
))(1( ch 
)(np n
)20(p 627
  nS   nS
nS
1    nA
  nA nA 
1  
nS
nS   
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 in  are conjugates iff they have the same cycle structure. If , then 
, the conjugacy class of  in . The number of the conjugacy classes of 
 is also equal to the number of partitions of n . 
2.1.7 Notations and Results on Ambivalence  
2.1.7.1 Remarks 
(1) An ambivalent element of a group is the one which is conjugate to its inverse, 
and an ambivalent group is one in which all of its elements are ambivalent 
(Higgins et al., 1971). 
(2) Considering that all elements in 
 
with the same cycle decomposition are 
conjugates and  for all . Thus every 
permutation in  is conjugate to its inverse, and each element  has 
an element  taking . To show the ambivalence of  
in , the existence of some  in  such that  must be shown 
(Herstein, 1965).  
(3) Every symmetric group is an ambivalent group. However, this is not true for 
the alternating groups. Assuming that , then ( nAn , ), 
which are ambivalent groups, whereas ( nAn , ) are non-ambivalent groups 
(Parkinson, 1973). 
2.1.7.2 Proposition (Parkinson, 1973) 
The non-ambivalent elements of 
 
are precisely the elements 
 
with cycle 
decomposition satisfying the following three restrictions:  
 nS
 C
nC S
   nS
nS
nS
),,...,( 12
1 kkkr

nr Skkk  ),...,,( 21
nS nA
nSt
11   tt 
nA t nA
11   tt
}14,10,6,5,2,1{
nA 
},...,,{ 21 m
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(i) ,     
(ii) Each 
 
is odd, and 
(iii) 
 
is odd. 
2.1.7.3 Proposition (Armeanu, 1996). 
If 
 
is a normal subgroup of an ambivalent group , then 
 
is an ambivalent 
group. 
2.1.7.4 Proposition (James and Kerber, 1984) 
If the conjugacy class 
 
of elements with cycle type  splits into two conjugacy 
classes of , denoted by , then  is an ambivalent group iff each of  in 
 are ambivalent. 
 2.1.9 Some Results on Permutations (Ceccherini-Silberstein et al., 2010; Bump, 
2004).  
(1) 
 
 is odd. 
(2)   is even, so . 
(3) )}(1:)({  cilcm i  , the order of  is equal to the least 
common multiple of the set .  
(4) Let  be a centralizer group of  in , then 
)()(  zCS   with ))!((
1
)(
)( 


n
m
n
r
c
crz
n
m


 
and }:{)( ric i
n
m   . 
jiji 
i
)(
2
1
mn 
N G NG /
C 
nA
C nA
C
nA
n
Akkk r ),...,,( 21 r
n
A )(cn 
)(
)1()sgn(


cn 


)}(1:)({  cii 
)(SC }|{   nS  nS
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2.1.10 Example   
        Let . Then we have the following table. 
Table 1. Cardinality of Conjugacy Classes in 
5S .  
     
 
Partition 
               
Representative 
 
Class 
 
Cardinality of )(C  
1,1,1,1,1 (1) 
 
1 
1,1,1,2 (12) 
 
10 
1,1,3 (123) 
 
20 
1,4 (1234)  30 
5 (12345)  24 
1,2,2 (12)(34) 
 
15 
2,3 (12)(345)  20 
 120=5! 
 
Note that  has seven conjugacy classes because there are seven partitions of the 
number 5. Note as well that 






6
6
15432
54321
  and 






6
6
21543
54321
  
are elements in 6S . Hence,  and  can be represented as a product of pairwise 
disjoint cycles, as shown in the following diagram: 
)54321( )6(  
            5     1 
  
Then, ]5,1[  and ]5,1[ , so and  are conjugates in 6S , but are not  
conjugates in 6A . Therefore any pair of conjugate permutations and  in  are 
not necessarily conjugate permutations in the alternating group  too.  
 
 
5n
)(np  )(C )(C
]1[ 5
]2,1[ 3
]3,1[ 2
]4,1[
]5[
]2,1[ 2
]3,2[
5S
 
 
  nS
nA
)42531( )6(  
           5  1 
15 
 
2.1.11 Explanations of Some Facts 
        (1) Since  is a normal subgroup of , a conjugacy class  of  is either 
contained in
 
 or in \ . If , then  is either an -class or splits into 
two -classes. The order of a conjugacy class  is equal to the index of the 
centralizer of  in . Considering that for the centralizer  of  in 
, , which is a subgroup of index  2  in , then either 
 is an -class  itself, that is,  or  splits into 
exactly two - classes of the same order 
2
)(C
. The conjugacy class )(C splits 
(for 1n ) iff , that is, iff contains no odd permutations. 
 
contains an odd permutation if  contains a cycle factor of even length 
(which is then an odd element of ) or if  contains two cycle factors of the 
same odd length, that is, . Thus  
nS AC \)( . Conversely, if  
consists of cycle factors of pairwise different odd lengths, then  is generated 
by these cycle factors and is contained in  (James and Kerber, 1984). 
      (3) The symmetric group  is generated by two elements  
(Boerner, 1970). Moreover,  is generated by transpositions
, whereas  is generated by  3 cycles if 3n ( Passmen, 
1968). 
 
nA nS
C
nS
nA nS nA nAC 
 C nA
nA )(
C
)(SC  nS )(AC 
nA )(AC  )(SC  nA )(SC
nAC 

nA
AC )(C  )(AC )(C
nA
)(AC  )(SC )(SC
)(SC 
)(SC 
... ),(,( hh kk  ))(),...,(,))((..., j
r
jjh
r kkkk 
))(),()(,( jhjh kkkk   ))(),(...(( j
r
h
r kk  
)(SC
nA
nS )},...,2,1(),2,1{( n
nS
)},1(),...,3,2(),2,1{( nn  nA
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2.2 Known Results  
2.2.1 Proposition (Mazurov, 2005) 
       If  is the set of all , where and , 
then  is a conjugacy class in  such that nAX  . For any non-commuting 
yxXyx ,,,   is isomorphic to  or . 
2.2.2 Remark (Herzog et al., 2004) 
If  is a rational number, then kq ][ , where k  is the unique integer satisfying  
1 kqk . 
2.2.3 Proposition (Bertram and Herzog, 2001)  
      Each  is a product of three l cycles in nS  iff  l  is odd, and either 
 or and 3l . 
2.2.4 Remark (Herzog et al., 2008) 
       Let  be integers. Then ),( lknn  is denoted to be the largest integer such 
that every permutation in  is a product of  cycles of length . For each 
 where  is an identity element in . )(* dcd  is denoted as the non-
trivial disjoint cycle decomposition of  by, which represents  as a product of 
disjoint cycles of length greater than 1. n  is designated as the number of (non-
trivial) cycles in , and  is designated as the number of the 
support of  where supp( ) . 
 
X
nAkjicycles  ),,(3 5n ikji 
X nA
4A 5A
q
1,  nAn
nl
n






2
7n
2, lk
nA k l
},{eSn  e nS
 
)(dcd m )(supp 
  })(|},...,2,1{{ iini  
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2.2.5 Proposition (Herzog et al., 2004) 
       Let  and ,, 21 Nll  where 221  lln . Then , where  
are cycles in  of lengths , respectively, iff either ,  are the lengths 
of the cycles in , and , or the following conditions hold:  
(1)  for some , and  
(2) . 
2.2.6 Lemma (James and Kerber, 1984) 
 of  are ambivalent iff the number of parts  of  with the property 
3 (mod 4) is even. 
2.2.7 Lemma (James and Kerber, 1984) 
        splits into two -classes of equal order iff , and the non-zero 
parts of  are different and odd. (In every other case  does not split).  
2.2.8 Lemma (Taban, 2007) 
       Let ][ ra  be a conjugacy class in a symmetric group nS . If  is a prime number 
such that , then the solution of ][ rp ax   
(1) is ])[(
p
r
ap  if , or   
(2) does not exist if  does not divide . 
 
 
nS 21CC 21 ,CC
nS 21, ll 2n 21, ll
)(dcd mll  21
snmll 221   }0{Ns
 nmll  21
C nA k 
k
)(C nA 1n
)( )(C
p
ap |
rp |
p r
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2.2.9 Lemma (Taban, 2007) 
       Let  be a prime number and ][ ra  a conjugacy class of a symmetric group. If 
 does not divide , then the solution of ][ rp ax   is 
(1) ][ ra if pr 1 , or 
(2) ],[
ra )],(,[ apa pr ],...,)(,[ 22 apa pr ])(,[ mmpr apa  .)1(if pmrm   
2.2.10 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If  and  are distinct primes and  where ][ ra  is a conjugacy class 
of a symmetric group, then the solution of ][ rpq ax    
(1) is  if , or 
(2) does not exist if pq does not divide .                                                                                                                                                                                    
2.2.11 Lemma (Taban, 2007) 
       Let p  and q  be distinct primes and ][
ra  a conjugacy class of a symmetric 
group. If  and q  does not divide a , then the solution of ][ rpq ax    
(1) is ])(,)[(
ji pqapa , where i  and j  are solutions of the equation 
 p
r
qji   if 
rp | , or 
(2) does not exist if p  does not divide r .  
 
 
p
p a
p q aqap |,|
])[(
pq
r
pqa rpq |
r
ap |
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2.2.12 Lemma (Taban, 2007) 
       Let p  and q  be distinct primes and ][ ra  a conjugacy class in . If p  does not 
divide a  and q  does not divide a , then the solution of ][ rpq ax   is
])(,)(,)(,[ lkji pqaqapaa , where  and  are non-negative integers and solutions 
of the equation rpqlqkpji  . 
2.2.13 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If  and  where  and , where ][
ra  is a conjugacy 
class of a symmetric group, then there is no solution  for ][ r
np ax  . 
2.2.14 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
      If ap | and bp | , where ],[
sr ba  is a conjugate class in , then the solution of 
],[ srp bax    
(2) is ])(,)[( p
s
p
r
bpap  if rp |  and sp | , or 
(3) does not exist if otherwise.  
2.2.15 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If p  does not divide ab , where  ],[ sr ba  is a conjugacy class in , then the 
solution of ],[ srp bax   is ])(,)(,,[ lkji pbpaba , where  rpki   and splj  . 
2.2.16 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If  and  does not divide , where  ],[
sr ba  is a conjugacy class in nS , 
then the solution of  ],[ srp bax   is ])(,)(,[ kji pbpab , where rpj   and spki  . 
nS
kji ,, l
ap | 0rpr
l nl  1),gcd( 0 pr
nS
nS
ap | p b
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 2.2.17 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       For the solution of ],[ srd bax  , if there is no solution for ][ rd ax   or 
][ sd bx  , then there is no solution for ],[ srd bax  . 
2.2.18 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
     If , where ][ ra  is a conjugacy class of a symmetric group, then the solution 
of  ][
rmp ax    
(1) is ])[(
mp
r
map  if rpm | , or 
(2) does not exist if does not divide r .  
2.2.19 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If p  does not divide a , where ][ ra  is a conjugacy class of a symmetric group, 
then the solution of ][
rmp ax   is ])(,...,)(,)(,[ 13221 mm
rrmr rapapapa , where 
 are the solutions of the equation  rrprpprr m
m  13
2
21  . 
2.2.20 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If  and  are distinct primes,  and  where ][ ra  is a conjugacy class 
of a symmetric group, then the solution of ][
rnqmp ax    
(1) is ])[(
nm
nm qp
r
aqp  if rqp nm | , or 
(2) does not exist if 
nmqp  does not divide r . 
 
ap |
mp
121 ,...,, mrrr
p q ap | ,| aq
21 
 
2.2.21 Lemma(Taban, 2007)  
       If  and  are distinct primes,  and  does not divide , where ][ ra  is a 
conjugacy class of a symmetric group, then the solution of ][ r
nqmp ax    
(1) is ])(,...,)(,)(,)[( 13221 mmn
rmrmrm rapqapqaqpap , where  are the 
solutions of the equation 
mm
n
p
r
rqrqqrr  13
2
21   if rp
m | , or                                                                                                                      
(2) does not exist if 
mp  does not divide .  
2.2.22 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If  and  are distinct primes, and  and  do not divide , where ][ ra  is a 
conjugacy class of a symmetric group, then the solution of ][ r
nqmp ax   is 
])(,...,)(,)(,)(,...,)(...,
,)(,)(,)(,...,)(,)(,)(,...,)(,[
1,13,122,21,11,32
2,321,321,22,21,21,12,11,1


mnnmnnnnnnmm
mmmm
s
aqp
s
aqp
s
apq
s
aq
s
aqp
s
apq
s
aq
s
qap
s
pqa
s
qa
s
ap
s
pa
s
a
 
where 11,11,,  mjnis ji  are solutions of 
  
and  are solutions of the equation rrqrqqrr n
n  13
2
21  . 
 
p q ap | q a
121 ,...,, mrrr
r
p q p q a





































































1
3
2
1
2
1,12,11,1
1,22,21,2
1,12,11,1
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
...
......
......
......
...
...
n
mmnnn
m
m
r
r
r
r
p
p
p
sss
sss
sss
11,  niri
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2.2.23 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If  are distinct primes such that  and  j
n
jp  does 
not divide  for some ( ), where  is a conjugacy class of a symmetric 
group, then there is no solution for .  
2.2.24 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If mppp ,...,, 21  are distinct primes such that api |  and  rp
i
n
i |  for each  
( ), where  is a conjugacy class of a symmetric group, then the solution 
of  is . 
2.2.25 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If mppp ,...,, 21  are distinct primes and for some mi 1 , api |  and 
i
n
ip  does 
not divide , where  is a conjugacy class of a symmetric group, then there is no 
solution for . 
2.2.26 Lemma (Taban, 2007)  
       If ip ,  and  q   are distinct primes and api | , rp
i
n
i |  for each mi 1   
and  does not divide , where  is a conjugacy class of a symmetric group, 
then the solution of  is 
 where ,ir 11  ki  
are solutions of the equation  
mn
m
nk
k
pp
r
rqqrr


1
1
121   . 
mppp ,...,, 21 miapi ,...,1,| 
r mj 1 ][
ra
][
...2211 rax
m
n
m
pnpnp

mi 1 ][ ra
][
...2211 rax
m
n
m
pnpnp
 ])...[(
...111
1
m
n
m
pnp
r
m
n
m
n
app
r ][
ra
][
...2211 rax
m
n
m
pnpnp

mi 1
q a ][ ra
][
...2211 rax
m
n
m
pnpnpkq

])...(,...,)...(,)...[( 111
21
1
11
1
krmn
m
nkrm
n
m
nr
m
n
m
n
appqapqpapp
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2.2.27 Theorem (Taban, 2007)  
       If ],...,,[ tba TBA  is a conjugacy class in a symmetric group nS , then 
],...,,[ tmsbrad    where mTdsBdrAd  ),gcd(,...,),gcd(,),gcd(  and 
,rA   sB  ,...,  .mT   
2.2.28 Corollary 
Let ],...,,[ 21 mBBB be a conjugacy class in a symmetric group nS . If d is a positive 
integer such that )1(,1),gcd( miBd i  , then the solution of ],...,,[ 21 m
d BBBx 
 
in nS  
is ],...,,[ 21 mBBB .  
 
Proof 
Let CT { of nS | if 
 C , then ],...,,[ 21 m
d BBB } be a solutions set of 
],...,,[ 21 m
d BBBx 
 
in nS . For each TAAA
kr
k
rr
],...,,[ 21 21 , assume 
,),gcd( jj tAd  and jjj tA  , where )1( kj  . Let ],...,,[
21
21
kr
k
rr
AAA , then 
],...,,[ 2211 21
kktr
k
trtrd   by (2.2.27). However,
 
],...,,[ 21 m
d BBB . Hence 
 ],...,,[ 2211 21
kktr
k
trtr
],...,,[ 21 mBBB , thus we have:  
(1) km  .                                                                                                                                
(2) ,1 jjtr  then  1 jj tr  for all )1( mj  .                                                                                                
(3)
 
,iiB  then ii AB   for all )1( mj  . 
Finally, from (1), (2), and (3) we have ],...,,[ 21 21
kr
k
rr
AAA ],...,,[ 21 mBBB .  Then the 
solutions set of ],...,,[ 21 m
d BBBx 
 
in nS  
is T ={ ],...,,[ 21 mBBB }= ],...,,[ 21 mBBB .  □
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2.2.29 Remarks  
(1) If ],...,,[ 2211 mm
d bBbBbBx  , then the solution for every part of ],[ 11
bBxd 
][ 22
bBxd  ,…, and ][ mm
d bBx   can be found separately, and then all the 
solutions can be collected to find the solution of ],...,,[ 2211 mm
d bBbBbBx   
in nS . Moreover, if there is no solution for at least one of the parts, then there 
is no solution of ],...,,[ 2211 mm
d bBbBbBx   in nS . 
(2) Theorem (2.2.27) gives all conjugacy classes of the form ,,[ 2211
tTtT ]..., mm
tT
 
which belong to the solutions set of ,,[ 222111
trBtrBxd  ]..., mmm
trB  in nS , 
where ,),gcd( 11 rTd  22 ),gcd( rTd  mm rTd ),gcd(,...,  and ,111 rBT   
222 rBT  ,..., mmm rBT  . But this does not give all the solutions of 
],...,,[ 222111 mmm
d trBtrBtrBx   in nS  
except when   21 tt  1 mt   and 
121  mrrr  . 
2.2.30 Example:  
       Find all conjugacy classes of the form ],[ 2211
tTtT which belong to the solutions 
set of ]3,1[ 48 x  in 7S .  
Solution:  
Assume ,8d  ,411 tr  ,122 tr  ,11 B  ,32 B  ,
4
1
111
t
rBT   
2
222
3
t
rBT  , 
where 11),gcd( rTd  , and 22 ),gcd( rTd  . Now, we have to find the values of 1t  and 
2t  which satisfy (1) and (2), where 
}4,2,1{
4
)
4
,8gcd(),gcd()1( 1
11
11  t
tt
rTd . 
